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Streaming site

Grooveshark

shuts under

industry pressure

NEW YORK: Grooveshark, an early leader in music streaming
that enraged major labels by letting users upload copyright-
ed songs, abruptly shut down late Thursday after years of liti-
gation. Amid the rapid growth of streaming services such as
Spotify that cooperate with the music industry, Grooveshark’s
website went dark as the company avoided potential penal-
ties in the hundreds of millions of dollars. Grooveshark, which
claimed 30 million monthly users, said in a message on the
site that it had reached a settlement with the three major
record label conglomerates to cease operations immediately
and hand over copyrighted song files.

“We started out nearly 10 years ago with the goal of help-
ing fans share and discover music,” the message said. “But
despite best of intentions, we made very serious mistakes. We
failed to secure licenses from rights holders for the vast
amount of music on the service. “That was wrong. We apolo-
gize. Without reservation,” it said.

Avoiding massive penalties 
Grooveshark was founded in 2006 by three students at

the University of Florida in one of the first sites that, in effect,
allowed users to listen to music on-demand for free.
Grooveshark’s young, entrepreneurial spirit brought frequent
media comparisons to Facebook with one founder who left
the company, Colombian-born Andres Barreto, sometimes
called the Latin Mark Zuckerberg. Grooveshark allowed users
to upload songs, which were often protected by copyright, to
which others could listen. The site eventually reached agree-
ments with some independent labels but faced a string of
lawsuits from the three major conglomerates-Universal, Sony
and Warner Music. Grooveshark’s future prospects turned
bleak in September when a federal judge, Thomas Griesa,
ruled that the site’s bosses had actively encouraged employ-
ees to upload song files, even ones that were previously tak-
en down due to copyright concerns. The labels and
Grooveshark reached the settlement to avoid a jury trial in
New York. Had the trial gone forward, Grooveshark’s execu-
tives-Sam Tarantino and Josh Greenberg-could have been
held liable for a crushing $736 million as Griesa planned to tell
jurors that each of the 4,907 allegedly infringed songs carried
up to $150,000 in damages.

The Recording Industry Association of America confirmed
that Tarantino and Greenberg, whose parent company of
Grooveshark is called Escape Media Inc., reached a settlement
with the major labels. Greenberg and Tarantino agreed to
pay “significant financial penalties” if they violate the terms,
the industry association said.”This is an important victory for
artists and the entire music industry,” the group said in a
statement, adding that the decision “ends a major source of
infringing activity.”

Rapid growth of streaming 
Since Grooveshark’s inception, streaming has become

increasingly mainstream. Industry leader Spotify, based in
Sweden, launched in 2008 and now claims 60 million users,
with 15 million paying for advertisement-free service.
Spotify’s free level has been controversial among artists, most
notably pop  superstar Taylor Swift who last year abruptly
pulled her catalog from the site. But even critics acknowledge
that Spotify, unlike Grooveshark, abides by label guidelines
on licensing. Other mainstream streaming sites include
Deezer, Google Play, Rhapsody and Tidal, which rap mogul
Jay Z bought as he eyes a slice of the booming sector.

Spotify CEO Daniel Ek, responding last year to Swift’s criti-
cisms, said that his company had paid back $2 billion in royal-
ties and countered that the alternative would be for fans to
go to “pirate” sites such as Grooveshark. Grooveshark had
long rejected claims of piracy. But in the statement announc-
ing its end, Grooveshark encouraged its users to go to
licensed streaming services. Grooveshark said that it believed
it served a purpose but that there were “now hundreds of
fan-friendly, affordable services.” The demise of Grooveshark
has parallels to Napster, a sharing platform for audio files that
rocked the music industry in the late 1990s. Napster’s original
version shut due to a court injunction in 2001, around the
same time that Apple launched its iPod with licensed digital
files. — AFP

FOSTER CITY: Tesla CEO Elon Musk is trying to steer his electric car
company’s battery technology into homes and businesses as part of
an elaborate plan to reshape the power grid with millions of small
power plants made of solar panels on roofs and batteries in garages.
Musk, a billionaire, is expected to announce Tesla’s expansion into the
home battery market Thursday evening in southern California. He is
renowned for pursuing far-out projects. For instance, colonizing Mars
is one of Musk’s goals at Space X, a rocket maker that he also runs.

Although the battery will be made by Tesla, it’s expected to be
sold as part of a package with a solar power system by SolarCity, a
solar installer founded by Musk’s cousins, Lyndon and Peter Rive.
Musk is SolarCity’s chairman and largest shareholder. As with Tesla’s
electric cars, which start around $70,000, the battery will probably be
too expensive for most consumers. The system is expected to cost
several thousand dollars, discouraging widespread adoption, espe-
cially for a product that may only have limited use.  For now, the bat-
tery primarily serves as an expensive backup system during blackouts
for customers like David Cunningham, an aerospace engineer from
Foster City, California. He installed a Tesla battery late last year to pair
with his solar panels as part of a pilot program run by the California
Public Utilities Commission to test home battery performance.

Power system
Although Cunningham’s home has not endured a blackout in the

six months that he has had the battery, it’s capable of running critical
home appliances like lights and refrigeration and can be recharged by
solar panels during the day. “As long as a person has solar panels, it’s
just a natural fit for the two to go together,” Cunningham, 77, said. “I
consider it to be a whole power system right here in my home.”
Cunningham took advantage of state incentives that sharply reduced
the battery’s $18,300 sticker price under the pilot program. He still
paid $7,500.

“The value proposition now is around reliability and backup power
more than it is around savings, but over time that may change,” said
Shayle Kahn, an analyst at GTM Research.  The batteries are likely to
become more useful if, as expected, more utilities and regulators
allow power prices to change throughout the day based on market
conditions. That way, the software that controls the solar and battery
system will allow customers to use their home-generated power - and
not expensive grid power - when grid prices spike.

Many commercial customers already buy power this way, and
Tesla is expected to announce battery systems designed for them,
along with bigger battery packs that utilities can use to manage their
grids. Analysts say these utility and commercial markets will probably

be more promising for Tesla during the next few years than residen-
tial customers. 

Giant factory
The long-term goal is to create regional networks of home batter-

ies that could be controlled as if they were a power plant. That would
give utilities another way to ensure that they can provide power at
times of peak demand. “You have to allow the owner to unbundle the
value in the battery,” said Ken Munson, CEO of Sunverge, a power
storage company teaming with the solar panel maker SunPower to
develop a battery service that utilities can use and potentially profit
from.  Tesla is building a giant factory in Nevada that will begin churn-
ing out batteries in 2017, so Musk needs to begin drumming up cus-
tomers now. The spotlight may help Musk push policy makers and
utilities to consider reshaping regulations so solar and battery storage
could be more easily incorporated into the larger electric system,
Kahn said.

Tesla’s ambitions already have intrigued homeowners like Mike
Thielen, who installed one of the prototype batteries with SolarCity
panels on his Redondo Beach, California, home last year.  Although he
hasn’t needed the backup power yet, he has embraced the concept.
“I think it’s brilliant,” he said. “I would consider upgrading to a more
powerful home battery if they could figure out a way to get me totally
off the grid.”— AP

Tesla to expand battery 

tech to homes, businesses

CALIFORNIA: A guests takes photographs of the Powerpack
system after Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla unveiled suit of batter-
ies for homes, businesses, and utilities.

CALIFORNIA: Telsa unveils battery to ‘transform energy infra-
structure’ A graphic showing new batteries is shown onstage
as Tesla Motors CEO Elon Musk unveils large utility scale
home batteries.

CALIFORNIA: David Cunningham points toward his SolarCity
Web page, which details his solar energy output.

CALIFORNIA: In this April 20, 2015 photo, David Cunnigham
shows a prototype Tesla battery system that powers his
Foster City, California home. — AP photos

CALIFORNIA: Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla Motors Inc, unveils the
company’s newest products, Powerwall and Powerpack in
Hawthorne.


